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Rhode Island Turnpike and Bridge Authority
P.O. Box 437, Jamestown, RI 02835

October 27, 2021
American Rescue Plan State Fiscal Recovery Fund
Conceptual Study Services for Suicide Prevention Measures
Jamestown Verrazzano, Claiborne Pell, Mount Hope, and Sakonnet River Bridges
On behalf of the Rhode Island Turnpike and Bridge Authority (RITBA), I would like to
thank you for this opportunity to provide additional information related to RITBA’s request
to receive $1,500,000 in funding from Rhode Island’s allocation of federal fiscal recovery
funds available through the American Rescue Plan Act.
In recent years legislative bills have been introduced for the installation of safety barriers
or netting on the Claiborne Pell Bridge, Jamestown Bridge and Mount Hope Bridge
("Bridges"). To date, there has not been a study undertaken to provide further insight, and
options, to mitigate the risk of suicides in the state as a whole and specifically those that
occur on the Bridges that RITBA manages and operates. RITBA has installed signage on
the bridges in an effort to offer help to those individuals contemplating suicide.
Additionally, suicide prevention measures such as a video monitoring and intercom
system on both the Mount Hope and Claiborne Pell Bridges that includes enhanced
monitoring and incident detection capabilities using video analytics are in the process of
being installed. Based on the current signage, coupled with these new detection and
prevention measures, RITBA recommends a study to further understand what additional
prevention measures should be considered, the cost and funding options available, and
the potential timeframe for implementing such detection and preventive measures.
RITBA is proposing that a study be commissioned to evaluate options that will further
prevent and address the risk of suicides on the Bridges. The scope of the services to be
provided under this study may consist of, but is not limited, to the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Signage or other means of communication regarding public health options;
Camera and/or other technology installation;
Physical barrier and/or netting installation;
Structural issues and any on-going maintenance costs associated with
incorporating physical components;
Interference with maintenance equipment and operations;
Historic and/or environmental challenges;
Order of magnitude cost estimation;

•
•
•

Community concerns/involvement;
Emergency response; and
Other related elements to support above scope items.

Any physical suicide deterrent measures may include structural modifications (or
retrofitting) to the Bridges, which may be extensive, since these bridges were not
designed to include additional structures. For any physical deterrent measures identified,
design and a rough order of magnitude for the construction costs and any on-going
maintenance costs will be developed. This will ensue that the integrity of the Bridges is
not compromised for our two oldest bridges, the Mount Hope Bridge constructed in 1929
and the Claiborne Pell Bridge constructed in 1969.
RITBA’s 10-year capital plan does not include funding for this study, nor any potential
recommendations and resulting costs associated with additional prevention and detection
measures.
Upon receipt or commitment of funding, RITBA is prepared to engage with an external
consultant within ninety (90) days to start the study. This study would be completed in 912 months from issuance of a notice to proceed to consultant(s).
I would be pleased to speak with you to provide any additional information. I can be
reached by phone: 401-423-0800 or email lsilveira.org.
Thank You,

Lori Caron Silveira
Executive Director

